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Algebra 
6th Grade 

 
 

Instructions:  Bubble in your answers on the answer sheet.  Be sure to erase all mistakes completely.  
You do not need to bubble in leading zeros – the answer of “7” does not need to be answered as “007”.  If 

your answer is a fraction like 
3

16
, bubble in 316.  For decimal answers like 3.14, bubble in 314. 

 
1. 2 points:  When dropped from above the ground, an anti-gravity bouncy ball will bounce twice as 

high as the distance it dropped.  If the ball is initially dropped from one foot above the ground, 
how many feet will the ball have traveled when the ball hits the ground for the sixth time? 

 
2. 2 points:  In a rather dangerous game of chicken, Anna and Zane rode their bikes towards each 

other from an original distance of a half mile.  Anna was riding at a constant speed of 8 miles per 
hour, and Zane was riding at a constant speed of 10 miles per hour. If they begin riding at the 
same time, how many minutes later will they meet?  Express your answer to the nearest tenth 
of a minute.  

 
3. 2 points:  The current minimum wage in Washington State is $8.55.  If a waiter worked a nine 

hour shift at minimum wage and also gets to keep 15% of the total sales that night of $1,000, how 
much money did he earn that day?  Express your answer to the nearest dollar.  

 
4. 3 points:  A mathematics teacher holds out his fist and says that he is holding $0.84 in change.  

He also gives his students a hint that he is holding a total of 11 coins, none of which are half-
dollars.  How many pennies does he have in his hand? 

 
5. 3 points:  Currently, Mary is five years older than her sister Jane.  Thirteen years ago, Mary was 

twice the age Jane was.  What is the sum of their current ages? 
 

6. 3 points:  Two siblings, Jack and Jill, each created a lemonade stand at a local pool.  It cost Jack 
$20 to make his cool looking stand and Jill $8 to make her simple looking stand.  If Jack and Jill 
each sold their lemonade for $0.45, how many more full cups would Jack have to sell than Jill in 
order to earn the same or more profit as Jill? 

 
7. 3 points:  If the product of three consecutive integers is 5,814, what is the smallest of those 

integers? 
 

8. 4 points:  The ratio of the number of boys to the number of girls in a small school is 5:4, and the 
ratio of the number of girls to the number of teachers is 17:2.  If there are eight teachers, how 
many students are there in the school? 

 
9. 4 points:  Express the binary number 11001012 as a base ten number.  

 
10. 4 points:  If the line with equation y = mx + b passes through the points with coordinates (2, 5) 

and (-1, 3), what is the sum of m and b?  Express your answer as a reduced improper fraction. 
 


